
Characters D6 / Sinrich (Snivvian Scientist/Bounty Hunter)

Name: Sinrich

Homeworld: Cadomai Prime

Died: 20 BBY, Serenno

Species: Snivvian

Gender: Male

Height: 1.74 meters

Hair color: Brown

Eye color: Blue

Skin color: Pale

MOVE - 10

DEXTERITY: 2D

        Blaster: 4D+1

        Brawling Parry: 4D

        Dodge: 4D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D+1

        Bargain: 4D+2

        Con: 4D+1

        Disguise: 5D+2

        Forgery: 4D+2

        Gambling: 4D+1

        Hide: 4D

        Sneak: 4D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 3D

        Intimidation: 3D+2

        Streetwise:: 5D+2

        Value: 5D

STRENGTH: 2D

        Brawling: 4D+2

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Astrogation: 3D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 4D

        Space Transports: 3D+2

TECHNICAL: 3D+2

        Armour Repair: 5D

        Blaster Repair: 5D+1

        Computer Programming/Repair: 6D+2

        Droid Programming/Repair: 

        First Aid: 4D+1

        Holographic Disguise System Development/Repair: 6D+1



        Security: 6D+2

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS  540

                 Blaster (4D), Street Clothing, Commlink, Datapad, Holographic Disguise System (+3D to

Disguise skill)

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS - 2

DARK SIDE POINTS - 1

CHARACTER POINTS - 7

Description: Sinrich was a male Snivvian bounty hunter who operated during the Clone Wars. He

invented the holographic disguise matrix. Sinrich's inventions eventually caught the eye of the Sith Lord

Count Dooku and the Phindian criminal mastermind Moralo Eval, who invited Sinrich to participate in a

series of challenges at the Box on the planet Serenno.

Biography

At somepoint in his life, Sinrich became a bounty hunter, and became well known across the galaxy. He

also created the holographic disguise matrix, becoming more famous in the process. In 20 BBY, during

the Clone Wars, Sinrich was invited along some other fellow bounty hunters by the Sith Lord Count

Dooku and the Phindian criminal mastermind Moralo Eval to participate in a series of challenges at the

Box on the planet Serenno. Sinrich's inventions like the holographic disguise matrix were the main

reason for which he caught Dooku's eye.

Competing against other bounty hunters in the potentially fatal challenges, the victors would receive the

honor of kidnapping Supreme Chancellor Sheev Palpatine of the Galactic Republic. Sinrich did well the

first challenge like the others and made it to the second challenge. Once there, the bounty hunters

discovered that the room was full of electrified laser blade columns. After the deaths of Onca and Kiera

Swan, Sinrich along the other bounty hunters decided to follow Rako Hardeen's and Cad Bane's way to

make it out of the room alive. Unfortunately, during the way, the bounty hunter Embo choked Sinrich and

took him off track, leaving him to climb up after a setback to his fate. Ultimately, Sinrich was killed by the

obstacles impaling him and didn't make it into the third challenge.

Personality and traits

Sinrich was a master of deception although his snaggletoothed grin made him to appear friendly. He was

very intelligent, as he was able to create the holographic disguise matrix, an advanced form of

holographic projection that cloaked a user in a vivid projection recreating the visage of another person,

allowing him to use it for his own personal and criminal purposes. Despite this, he did not possess the

agility and skill needed in the Box, and was killed within its walls. 
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